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Abstract

We propose a post-hoc, computationally lightweight
method to quantify predictive uncertainty in semantic im-
age segmentation. Our approach uses conformal predic-
tion to generate statistically valid prediction sets that are
guaranteed to include the ground-truth segmentation mask
at a predefined confidence level. We introduce a novel visu-
alization technique of conformalized predictions based on
heatmaps, and provide metrics to assess their empirical va-
lidity. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
on well-known benchmark datasets and image segmentation
prediction models, and conclude with practical insights.

1. Introduction

Despite the success of Machine Learning (ML) and Deep
Learning (DL) models in challenging computer vision tasks
such as object detection [12, 49] or image segmentation
[43, 51], the complexity of the models makes them akin to
black boxes. It is difficult to define and assess their trust-
worthiness, which hinders their adoption in safety-critical
industrial applications [1, 29, 39], and complicates their cer-
tification processes [21, 37]. In assessing a models trust-
worthiness, the lack of rigorous uncertainty estimates for
ML predictions can be a major drawback, notably in the
case of Semantic Image Segmentation (SIS) [43]. Most seg-
mentation models provide softmax scores (i.e., probability-
like scores) for every pixel of an input image; at inference,
one builds a segmentation mask by taking the class whose
score is the highest, pixel-wise. However, softmax scores
are known to be overly confident and ill-calibrated [22, 24];
they tend to yield scores very close to one for the maxi-
mum softmax value, sometimes even for ambiguous inputs.
For this reason, softmax values, even if useful for classi-
fication purposes, cannot be directly used as measures of
uncertainty.

Figure 1. Top: A predicted semantic segmentation mask, over-
layed on the input image, for the dataset Cityscapes [18].
Bottom: A varisco uncertainty heatmap, for a user-defined risk
α = 0.01 and a minimum coverage ratio τ of 99%; it is defined in
Eq. (1) and statistically valid as in Eq. (2) of Conformalized Risk
Control (CRC): every pixel is a prediction set that contains the
highest scoring label (top-1) but potentially also the second, third,
etc., highest scoring labels.

Contributions We introduce a method based on Confor-
mal Prediction (CP) [45, 56] to assess the predictive uncer-
tainty of a pre-trained segmentation predictor f̂ . Our pro-
cedure works with any model f̂ (provided that it outputs
softmax scores for each pixel) regardless of its architecture
and the distribution of the training data; notably, this covers
the case of f̂ being only accessible via an API or being pro-
hibitively expensive to retrain. Our method quantifies the
uncertainty of the predictor f̂ in the form of segmentation
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multi-labeled masks, that is, segmentation masks that can
take multiple labels per pixel. Following the conformal al-
gorithm of [42], we build multi-labeled masks as follows:
given a coverage parameter λ ∈ [0, 1], the mask Cλ(X)
consists, for each pixel in the image, of the labels c having
a softmax value higher than 1− λ. That is, ∀ pixel ij,

Cλ(X)ij =
{

classes k : f̂ijk(X) ≥ 1− λ
}
. (1)

As it can be seen in Figure 2, larger values of the cov-
erage parameter λ produce multi-labeled masks with more
classes per pixel, while smaller values of λ produce multi-
labeled masks with less classes per pixel. In order to choose
the right value for the coverage parameter λ, the user pre-
defines a notion of “risk” (or “error”) via a loss function
ℓ and a maximum tolerable risk α. With the sole require-
ment of procuring held-out calibration data, one estimates λ̂
from the calibration data that give rise to the finite-sample,
model-agnostic and marginal guarantee of conformal pre-
diction 1

E
[
ℓ(Cλ̂(Xtest), Ytest)

]
≤ α. (2)

The probabilistic guarantee in Eq. (2) holds under a min-
imal assumption on the data generation process: calibration
and test data are i.i.d. and statistically independent of the
training data. We also show how these multi-labeled masks
can be visualized by uncertainty varisco (visual assessment
of risk control) heatmaps, which are computed post-hoc
with the information of softmax scores. The code to test
our methods can be found at https://github.com/
deel-ai-papers/conformal-segmentation

2. Background
Semantic Image Segmentation. Semantic Image Seg-
mentation (SIS) is the task of assigning labels to pixels in an
image. Let X be the set of pixel values (typically X = [0, 1]
for grey-scale images and X = [0, 1]3 for color images). An
image X of H pixels of height and W pixels of width is en-
coded as the tensor X =

{
xij ∈ X : ij ∈ IHW

}
, where

IHW := {1, . . . ,H} × {1, . . . ,W} represents the set of
indices of the pixels in the image.

Let L = {1, 2, . . . ,K} be a set of labels (or “classes”);
each pixel xij is associated to one label yij ∈ L. The set
Y = {yij ∈ L : ij ∈ IHW } is commonly referred to
as the segmentation mask of the image X (see Fig. 1), and
the goal of the SIS task is to infer the segmentation mask
Y given the image X . This is typically done by training a
predictor f̂ that outputs softmax values for each pixel.

Conformal Prediction. Conformal Prediction (CP) [2,
56] is a family of uncertainty quantification techniques that

1More precisely, this is the guarantee provided by CRC [5] which has
CP as a special case.

provide model-agnostic, finite-sample guarantees on the
predictions of ML models. The most common CP tech-
nique, split CP [45], is applied post-hoc on a trained model
f̂ . It requires a calibration dataset {(X1, Y1), ..., (XnYn)}
independent of the training data, and an acceptable error
rate α ∈ (0, 1) set by the user. Split CP uses nonconformity
scores (to be understood as a form of measure of prediction
error) computed on the calibration dataset in order to build
a prediction set Cα(Xn+1) for a new test sample Xn+1. The
guarantee achieved by using split CP is

P
(
Yn+1 ∈ Cα(Xn+1)

)
≥ 1− α. (3)

The only assumption is that the calibration and test data
form an exchangeable sequence (a condition weaker than
forming an i.i.d. sequence) and that they are independent
of the training data. The main limitation of CP is that the
guarantee in Eq. (3) is marginal, i.e. it holds on average
over both the choice of the calibration dataset and the test
sample.

Conformal Risk Control. In many applications, errors of
different nature may have a different severity, a false nega-
tive vs a false positive in a tumor detection application. The
notion of severity of an error can be captured via a risk or an
error function. CRC [5] generalizes the ideas of Conformal
Prediction to this setting: prediction sets are guaranteed to
keep the expected risk below a user pre-defined level α. We
show how to adapt this approach to SIS in Section 4.2. Note
that when using binary losses, the guarantee of CRC is the
same as that of CP in Eq. (3).

3. Related works

State-of-the-art ML predictors, based on deep learning, are
so complex that they are commonly approached as black
boxes: the users provide some input data (an image) and
they retrieve a prediction. How accurate are these models?
The study of this subject is known as Uncertainty Quantifi-
cation (UQ) and is a key element towards building trustwor-
thiness in systems powered by ML models [40, 41].

Uncertainty is commonly conceptualized [28, 35] as hav-
ing an aleatoric and epistemic component. Aleatoric un-
certainty is inherent to the modeled phenomenon and non
reducible. Epistemic uncertainty, on the contrary, stems
from the fact that the models we use do not capture the phe-
nomenon being modeled faithfully enough, and can usually
be reduced by taking into account new observations or by
enriching the model family being used. CP provides an esti-
mation of the global uncertainty in the model’s predictions,
since it is post-hoc and with minimal hypotheses.
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Figure 2. For three (arbitrary) values λ ∈ {0.99, 0.999, 0.9999}, we apply Eq. (7) to every pixel and obtain varisco heatmaps, for the
dataset Cityscapes [18]. The CRC algorithm described in Sec. 4.2.1 searches for the optimal λ such that, for a given conformalization loss
and a risk level α, the guarantee in Eq. (2) is attainable.

3.1. Uncertainty quantification methods for seman-
tic image segmentation

Some approaches to UQ leverage model architectures that
provide not only a point prediction but also the associ-
ated uncertainty, notable examples include Bayesian neu-
ral networks, networks based on Monte Carlo techniques
and Deep Ensembles; others fit auxiliary models. [33] use
Monte Carlo dropout neural network as well as Bayesian
neural networks; [44] combine Gaussian Discriminant
Analysis to estimate the density of the feature-space with
the entropy measure of the softmax predictions in order
to disentangle epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty and es-
timate each of them separately; in a similar vein, [31, 32]
train a bayesian neural network in order to estimate point-
predictions, aleatoric uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty
simultaneously. [53] work on reducing the uncertainty of
SIS models within the framework of model adaptation, that
is, when domain adaptation is to be performed in the ab-
sence of source data. We also refer to [17], who work
on failure prediction, a subject related to UQ. They train
an auxiliary model to score the confidence of a prediction.
They detect when a predictor has made a wrong prediction
and assess this via a confidence measure. With respect to
these approaches, for our contribution we restrict the scope
to post-hoc methods: we suppose to be given a pretrained
predictor that we cannot modify and that the training data
are not accessible, while providing a theoretical guarantee
on the UQ.

3.1.1 Calibration of image segmentation

A well-established approach to UQ is that of the calibra-
tion of ML models that output (pseudo) probabilities for the
labels, where either auxiliary models or empirical adjust-
ments to models are employed. It is known [22] that these
scores do not admit a valid probabilistic interpretation, no-
tably for deep-learning models based on the minimization
of cross-entropy. [22], among others, brought this concept
to the attention of the ML community, studying how cali-
bration methods such as Platt scaling [48] may yield a prob-
abilistically valid interpretation. This notion of uncertainty

is applicable [20, 30, 38, 52, 63] to semantic image segmen-
tation, where each pixel embeds a multiclass classification
problem. [19, 52], for instance, give some empirical re-
sults on the effect of several methods on calibration errors.
Similary, [10] have used calibration methods to address the
issue of domain shift. Recently, [57] proposed selective
scaling as a means to calibrate the segmentation softmax
scores. These methods could be used as a complement to
CP [61], at the cost of training an additional model. Finally,
some literature [23, 24] does provide theoretically-founded,
distribution-free algorithms for calibration and study their
connection to CP [25]. Our work is based on Conformal
Prediction, which is not a calibration method, but rather a
different technique of UQ. As such, it is complementary to
calibration, and can be used both with a model’s original
output as well as with an output that has been previously
calibrated.

3.2. Applications of CP to segmentation

[5] use their CRC to control the false negative rate in tu-
mor segmentation. Also based on risk control, albeit us-
ing different mathematical frameworks, the contributions of
[3, 8, 46] extend the concept of tolerance regions to ML
problems. They offer stronger guarantees at the cost of in-
ferior sample efficiency. We refer to [2] for an introduction.
Of these, [8] apply their methods to binary segmentation of
medical images.

As for existing work using CP based on nonconformity
scores, [60] apply CP to medical imaging, building pixel-
wise confidence scores based on nonconformity scores and
p-values [56]. [55] compute the nonconformity scores in the
feature space and present an application to image segmenta-
tion. For the case of CP in imaging, we also point out to the
literature on image-to-image regression (image reconstruc-
tion) [4, 9, 34, 54] which builds intervals for each output
pixel. Previous work using CRC for semantic image seg-
mentation focuses on the binary segmentation case. To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first that addresses
the multi-class segmentation task with the theoretical guar-
antee of conformal risk control.
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4. Conformal Semantic Segmentation
The goal of conformal semantic segmentation is to produce
prediction sets that remain below a user-specified risk. The
prediction sets are then used to assess the behaviour of the
underlying predictor f̂ together with the problem data.

4.1. Multi-labeled masks.

A prediction set will take the form of a multi-labeled mask,
that is, a tensor

Z =
{
zijk : ij ∈ IHW , k ∈ L

}
, (4)

where (zijk)
K
k=1 ∈ {0, 1}K encodes the subset of labels

corresponding to the pixel ij; Note that this tensor has as
many channels as the number of classes, where each chan-
nel is a binary segmentation mask (class k vs others).

For a multiclass segmentation mask Y , its one-hot en-
coding h(Y ) is a particular instance of a multi-labeled
mask: every pixel has exactly one channel (out of K) with
value one. We say that a multi-labeled mask Z contains a
multi-labeled mask Z ′ and we write Z ≥ Z ′, if zij ≥ z′ij
for each pixel (i, j).

4.1.1 Nested multi-labeled masks.

Let f̂ be any semantic segmentation predictor that produces
pixel-wise softmax scores, that is, for an image X , we have

f̂(X) :=
{
f̂ijk(X) : ij ∈ IHW , k ∈ L

}
, (5)

with f̂ijk(X) ∈ [0, 1] and
∑K

k=1 f̂ijk(X) = 1. Our
baseline conformal segmentation method builds prediction
multi-labeled masks based on the point-predictor f̂ , via the
Least Ambiguous Set-Valued Classifiers (LAC) [42]. Given
λ ∈ [0, 1] and a probability p ∈ [0, 1], we define the thresh-
olding Tλ(p) by setting:

Tλ(p) =

{
1 if p ≥ 1− λ,

0 otherwise.
(6)

The LAC mapping on the whole image X is defined by
applying the mapping Tλ to the tensor f̂(X)

CLAC
λ (X) =

{
Tλ

(
f̂ijk(X)

)
: ij ∈ IHW , k ∈ L

}
. (7)

The multi-labeled masks generated via the LAC proce-
dure are nested, i.e.

λ ≤ λ′ ⇒ CLAC
λ ≤ CLAC

λ′ . (8)

Note that following Eq. (11), for high values of α, one
can get a valid λ̂ that can produce some empty pixels (i.e.
there is no class with a high-enough score) when plugged
into Eq. (7). To prevent this, we always include the most
highly scored class in the multi-labeled mask (or “top-1”
class).

4.2. Conformal Risk Control for multi-labeled mask

Instead of working with loss functions that compare
ground-truth values to point-predictions, Conformalized
Risk Control (CRC) considers loss functions that compare
ground-truth values to set-predictions. For the particular
application of semantic segmentation, we consider a loss
function ℓ(Z, Y ) taking as arguments a multi-labeled mask
Z and a one-hot encoded mask Y . We assume that ℓ takes
values in the bounded interval (−∞, B] for some B ∈ R,
and that it is non-increasing in Z:

∀Y, ∀Z ≤ Z ′ ⇒ ℓ(Z, Y ) ≥ ℓ(Z ′, Y ), (9)

i.e. larger multi-labeled masks produce smaller loss values.
This assumption, together with the nestedness of the LAC
masks imply that the mapping λ 7→ ℓ

(
CLAC
λ (X), Y

)
is non-

increasing in λ. The loss ℓ is not used as a training loss, that
is, applying CRC does not affect the pre-trained model nor
the predictive algorithm directly. The loss ℓ rather allows
the user to encode the notion of error [5] in their predic-
tions. In order to be clear, the loss ℓ will be referred to as
conformalization loss.

Let us consider a sequence (Xi, Yi)
n+1
i=1 of images with

their corresponding ground-truth segmentation masks. The
first n examples constitute our calibration set Dcal and the
example n + 1 is taken to be the test example. We denote
Li(λ) := ℓ

(
Cλ(Xi), Yi

)
the loss on the i-th example, one

can then compute the empirical risk of the prediction sets
on calibration data Dcal as

R̂n(λ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Li(λ). (10)

The purpose of the calibration set is to estimate the right
value λ̂ with the guarantee that the risk will remain below
the maximum tolerated risk level. Given a maximum toler-
ated risk level α ∈ R, we define

λ̂ := inf

{
λ ∈ [0, 1] :

n

n+ 1
R̂n(λ) +

B

n+ 1
≤ α

}
(11)

Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 1 in [5].). Assume that the Li(λ)
are non-increasing, right-continuous and bounded by B <
+∞. Assume that there exists λmax ∈ [0, 1] such that
Li(λmax) ≤ α. Assume further that L1(λ), . . . , Ln+1(λ)
form an exchangeable sequence. Let λ̂ be computed as in
Equation (11). Then it holds that

E
[
Ln+1(λ̂)

]
≤ α. (12)

Computing the optimal λ̂. [5] do not provide an ex-
plicit optimization algorithm to find the optimal parameter
in Eq. (11). Because of the hypothesis of monotonicity of
Li(λ) with respect to λ, this can be achieved, for instance,
running a dichotomic search over the parameter λ, up to any
user-defined error ϵ.
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4.2.1 Conformalization algorithm

When we say we “conformalize” a ML predictor, we mean
computing the losses and the optimal λ̂ on some calibration
data. More specifically:

Algorithm 1: Conformalization of Semantic Image
Segmentation, setup and estimation of λ̂.

Data: Predictor f̂ ∈ [0, 1]K×H×W . Prediction set
parametrization Cλ(·).

Result: λ̂
1 Collect calibration data Dcal = (Xi, Yi)

n
i=1 from the

same distribution as the test data;
2 Choose a conformalization loss

ℓ(Cλ(X), Y ) ∈ [0, 1] (see Sec. 4.3);
3 Set an acceptable risk level α ∈ (0, 1);
4 Compute λ̂ as in Eq. (11): since the empirical risk is

monotonic w.r.t. λ, dichotomic search is a fast
option;

Note that to ensure the statistical validity, one must pick a
value α before observing the calibration data: like in statis-
tical hypotheses testing, one cannot adjust their significance
level α after computing the p-values. In practice, one could
use two calibration datasets, the first to explore CP on the
use case and the second reserved to the estimation of the λ̂
to be deployed in production.

We say we have a “conformalized prediction” when we
build the prediction set with the λ̂ as computed above, ap-
plying Eq. (7).

Algorithm 2: Conformalization of Semantic Image
Segmentation, inference.

Data: Input image X ∈ [0, 1]3×H×W , Predictor
f̂ ∈ [0, 1]K×H×W . Prediction set
parametrization Cλ(·)

Result: Z = CLAC(X)
1 Compute CLAC(X): apply Eq. (7) to X .

4.3. Choosing the loss function.

In Fig. 3 we show how, for the same risk level α = 0.1,
different losses generate different varisco heatmaps. These
losses encode different notions of error: from the left to
right-hand side, we see a shift from stricter to less strict.
When implementing a CP method, the users need to choose
a conformalization loss ℓ suitable to their problem. For
the guarantee of CRC to hold, one needs to ensure that the
losses Li(λ) are non-increasing with respect to λ; since the
LAC procedure in Eq. (7) produces nested prediction sets
[26], it is enough to ensure that ℓ(Z, Y ) is non-decreasing

with respect to the first argument Z. In this section we give
three examples of natural choices for losses that respect this
condition.

The first is a binary loss, which yields a guarantee equiv-
alent to that of CP based on nonconformity scores, whose
underlying loss would be ℓ(C(X), Y ) = 1{Y ̸∈ Cα(X)}.
It takes value one whenever the prediction set does not con-
tain the true value Y. We write as

ℓbin(Z, Y ) =

{
0 if Z ≥ Y

1 otherwise.
(13)

In the case of conformalized SIS, that happens when the
multi-labeled mask does not cover every pixel in the im-
age. Empirically, the conformalization of segmentation
produces very small values λ̂ that result in multi-labeled
masks corresponding to (almost) the whole target space
Y = {1, 1, . . . , 1}K×H×W for each inference (e.g. left-
hand side in Fig. 3).

One can however set an acceptable trade-off in coverage,
with a minimum coverage ratio τ : the user specifies a priori
the minimal proportion of pixels that need to be covered for
a prediction to be considered successful. We thus define the
binary loss with threshold as

ℓτ (Z, Y ) =

{
1 if

∑
ijk ZijkYijk∑

ijk Yijk
< τ,

0 otherwise.
(14)

where τ is the minimum acceptable coverage ratio. For τ =
1 we recover the binary loss in Eq. (13).

Binary losses constitute a strict criterion: during confor-
malization, for τ = 90%, an empirical coverage of 89.9%
will be considered a failure. A less strict notion of error is
given by directly controlling the coverage via the miscov-
erage loss

ℓ(Z, Y ) = 1−
∑

ijk ZijkYijk∑
ijk Yijk

(15)

The miscoverage loss is directly related to the concept of
accuracy [15, 27, 64] and can be easily extended to follow
the balanced accuracy known in the medical literature [6, 7]
or even a weighted version (e.g. lower importance to back-
ground pixels), inspired for instance by [11, 36]. 2

4.4. Varisco heatmaps

In CP, the size a prediction set (e.g. a prediction interval) is
taken as a signal of uncertainty: for a risk set by the user, it

2Example of weighted miscoverage loss:

ℓw(Z, Y ) = 1−
1∑
k wk

∑
k

wk

∑
ij ZijkYijk∑

ij Yijk
(16)
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Figure 3. For the same risk level α = 0.01, different losses yield different heatmaps: (left) binary loss ℓbin, (center) binary loss with
threshold ℓτ , (right) miscoverage loss ℓ. If the notion of risk is too restrictive, the prediction set will be theoretically valid but not very
informative. In this example, the figure on the left (binary loss, τ = 1.0) has most of the pixels of color red, indicating that K (out of K)
classes are in the prediction set. Dataset: Cityscapes [18].

corresponds to the “typical” error measured in the calibra-
tion dataset. In our case of image segmentation, we look
at every pixel in the output: how many classes there are,
whose softmax score is above the threshold λ̂. If we count
the labels in each pixel and normalize by K, we can gen-
erate an image which has, for each pixel, a scalar value in
[0, 1]. Mapping these scalars to a gradient of colors we ob-
tain a heatmap corresponding to the underlying prediction
multi-labeled mask.

In Figure 2 are three examples: for the same predicted
softmax, we apply thresholds λ ∈ {0.99, 0.999, 0.9999}
and obtain three different heatmaps. When λ is computed
with a CRC procedure on calibration data, these heatmaps
provide a qualitative visualization of the model’s uncer-
tainty obtained from the risk control procedure, hence the
name varisco (visual assessment of risk control). Fur-
thermore, for a better visualization in datasets with many
classes (e.g. LoveDA, see Section 6), scaling the class count
in every pixel by the maximum count observed in the multi-
labeled mask (often ≪ K) is also helpful.

The use of heatmaps is not new in semantic image seg-
mentation, and one can find recent examples in [13, 14],
where they are used for Out-of-Distribution (OOD) detec-
tion or in some of the UQ literature cited in Sections 3.1
and 3.2. To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the
first time that this kind of visualization based on prediction
sets is mentioned in the context of UQ and CP, with their
underlying theoretical guarantee.

4.4.1 Characteristics of heatmaps

Our varisco heatmaps are monotone in the parameter λ: as
λ grows, the set of pixels for each class is non-decreasing
in size. Note that the heatmaps contain information about
the aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty. As a general rule of
thumb, for semantic segmentation tasks the aleatoric uncer-
tainty should be maximal around the edges of the ground-
truth figures, so that a heatmap with warm regions away
of the contours should warn the user that the epistemic un-
certainty of the model is high, and better models might be

available for the data at hand.
The parameter λ encapsulates a notion of conservative-

ness, i.e. the higher the parameter λ, the more activation
we will get in our multi-labeled mask, and therefore in our
heatmap. The calibration of λ corresponds to the user set-
ting an acceptable risk α and finding the least conserva-
tive λ such that their need is met. Note that for an arbi-
trary λ, the associated heatmap provides little information
about the epistemic uncertainty of the model f̂ , meaning
that, given two different point predictors f̂1 and f̂2, plotting
the heatmaps H1(λ) for the first model and H2(λ) will give
us no information about which of the two models performs
best. This is because the heatmaps Hi(λ) carry no infor-
mation about the errors of the models, but rather about the
entropy of the softmax-es in each model. However, given
a pre-set risk level α, once the appropriately values λ̂1 and
λ̂2 are chosen through the CRC calibration procedure, we
can safely compare the heatmaps H1(λ̂1) and H2(λ̂2), be-
cause both heatmaps guarantee the same risk level for both
models. A warmer heatmap for the model f̂1 means that for
the chosen risk level α, the model f̂1 carries more epistemic
uncertainty than the model f̂2.

5. Metrics and UQ diagnostics
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first paper that uses
prediction sets via multi-labeled masks to provably quan-
tify the uncertainty in multiclass semantic segmentation; it
is not possible to compare our results directly to existing
approaches (see Section 3), as they are essentially different.
However, as it is common in the CP literature, one can test
different nonconformity scores or, as in our case, the cou-
pling of set parametrization (e.g. CLAC) and conformaliza-
tion loss. Throughout the paper we restrict our exposition to
the nested-set parametrization derived from the algorithm of
[42], which we refer to as LAC. Although out-of-scope for
this paper, our code repository (see Sec. 1) contains some
examples using the Adaptive Prediction Sets (APS) algo-
rithm of [50], which employs a threshold on the sum of the
softmax scores sorted in decreasing order.
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To assess experimentally the validity of CRC, we com-
pute the empirical risk as in Eq. (10) on the test data. In
CP, a standard metric of the efficacy of the method is the
average size of the prediction sets on the test data. For clas-
sification, this boils down to counting the number of classes
in the prediction set, averaged over the test set. With se-
mantic segmentation, this can be thought of as computing
the average number of “activated” classes (i.e., whose soft-
max is above the threshold λ̂) over all pixels in the input
image. For a one-hot-encoded multi-labeled masks Z de-
fined as in Eq. (4), the prediction set size of a pixel (i, j) is∑K

k=1 zkij . Extending this to the whole image and normal-
izing by the number of valid pixels npixels (e.g. excluding
void pixels, artefacts, etc. common in computer vision), we
have, for one multi-labeled mask Z, the activation ratio

AR(Z) =
1

npixels

∑
i,j,k

zijk, (17)

for all pixels xij that were labeled in X.

6. Experiments

Since CP is model-agnostic, we test architectures and
datasets of varying size and complexity, knowing that re-
gardless of the predictor chosen, our method will be statis-
tically valid. For all the models tested, we used the PyTorch
[47] implementation provided by the open-source Python
library MMSegmentation [16], which includes code to run
inferences as well as pretrained weights for many datasets.

We run our experiments on Cityscapes [18] (19 classes,
automotive vision), ADE20K [66, 67] (150 generic com-
mon classes) and LoveDA [58, 59] (aerial images, 7 classes).
As for the architectures of the neural networks, we selected
the best performing ones within our computational budget:
PSPNet [65] for Cityscapes and LoveDA, SegFormer for
ADE20K [62].

For conformalization, we split the validation data into
two partitions, one for calibration and one for testing. We
tested both the binary loss with threshold of Eq. (14) and
the miscoverage loss of Eq. (15). For the risk α, we tested
values that would have made sense in the real world: for
Cityscapes, our pretrained model has a very good perfor-
mance (e.g. mIoU) and the user can aim for small risks. For
the other cases, such small α could yield hardly informative
prediction sets. As seen for instance in Figure 3, a combi-
nation of a restrictive loss (τ = 1.0) and a small α = 0.01
would entail selecting (almost) all classes for every pixel.
This can be taken as a diagnostic signal: the model is not
good enough for our notion of risk, we need to either aug-
ment our tolerance for errors or revise the prediction model,
for instance.

Dataset α τ Empirical Risk AR

Cityscapes 0.1 0.99 0.106 ± (0.019) 1.028
0.1 0.95 0.100 ± (0.021) 1.274
0.01 0.95 0.011 ± (0.008) 1.208
0.01 0.99 0.011 ± (0.014) 2.557

ADE20K 0.1 0.75 0.082 (± 0.021) 1.440
0.1 0.90 0.076 (± 0.021) 3.483
0.01 0.75 0.004 (± 0.005) 9.349

LoveDA 0.10 0.50 0.097 (± 0.018) 1.231
0.10 0.75 0.103 (± 0.013) 2.672
0.10 0.90 0.092 (± 0.012) 3.946
0.01 0.50 0.010 (± 0.008) 3.607
0.01 0.75 0.010 (± 0.005) 4.956
0.01 0.90 0.010 (± 0.006) 5.761

Table 1. Metrics on Dtest: empirical risk and activation ratio (AR)
for binary loss ℓτ . Empirical risk should be as close as possible
to α to show validity. For each line, we repeat several times this
procedure: (1) shuffle the dataset, (2) split validation data into Dcal

& Dtest, (3) run calibration on Dcal, (4) Compute metrics on Dtest.
We finally average the metrics over the multiple runs (standard
deviation in the parentheses).

Dataset α Empirical Risk AR

Cityscapes 0.05 0.041 (± 0.001) 1.000†

0.01 0.006 (± 0.001) 1.230
0.005 0.001 (± 0.0003) 1.998

ADE20K 0.2 0.179 (± 0.005) 1.000†

0.1 0.098 (± 0.008) 1.362
0.05 0.048 (± 0.006) 2.474
0.01 0.008 (± 0.002) 15.285

LoveDA 0.2 0.199 ± (0.009) 1.388
0.1 0.100 ± (0.006) 2.650
0.05 0.049 ± (0.004) 4.069
0.01 0.008 ± (0.0008) 6.350
0.005 0.003 ± (0.0004) 6.796

Table 2. Metrics on Dtest: empirical risk and activation ratio (AR)
for miscoverage loss ℓ. †: the underlying predictor attains the
risk level without adding any class to the prediction set, that is, the
output semantic mask with one class per pixel already satisfies this
risk level.

7. Results

In Table 1 and Table 2, we report the results of our exper-
iments. For both the empirical risk and the activation ratio
(AR), we average the metrics over multiple runs (ten) of
each loss configuration.

As it is customary in CP, one first ensures that the theo-
retical guarantees holds also in practice for a given dataset

7



Figure 4. Visualization of a varisco heatmaps (miscoverage loss, α = 0.01) for the ADE20K dataset [66, 67]: (left) input image, (center)
predicted segmentation mask, (right) varisco heatmap.

Figure 5. Visualization of a varisco heatmaps (miscoverage loss, α = 0.01) for the LoveDA dataset [58, 59]: (left) input image, (center)
predicted segmentation mask, (right) varisco heatmap.

and predictive model. As expected, the empirical risks are a
very close approximation of the nominal risk values α. As
for the activation ratios, they follow a reasonable pattern:
they increase as the notion of error gets stricter. In Tab. 2,
we see how the AR increases when the risk diminishes from
α = 0.05 to α = 0.01.

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 we give examples of conformalized
predictions for the three datasets. In all cases, the borders
of the masks often appear to be highlighted as more uncer-
tain. For the other patches in darker shades of red, the signal
of uncertainty produced by the conformalized predictors go
towards more ambiguous areas, smaller and farther objects.

8. Conclusion
Thanks to its light computational footprint, CP can be ap-
plied wherever ML is deployed in sensitive or critical ap-
plications, with limited knowledge of the underlying model
(e.g. black box). We have shown how to extend the theo-
retical guarantees of CP to any predictor for semantic im-
age segmentation, using a post-hoc a procedure that only
requires access to softmax scores.

In the future, it could be interesting to study the inter-

actions of our method with existing UQ predictors (e.g.
bayesian). Another promising direction would also be to
extend this work to panoptic segmentation, which would al-
low to extend the theoretical guarantees to instances in the
input images. From the point of view of safety in AI, one
could also profit from experimenting with class-conditional
conformal guarantees: one can restrict CRC to a subset of
priority classes, such as pedestrians or bicycle riders in au-
tomonous driving, ignoring the others. Finally, a major
methodological challenge would be to work towards pro-
viding theoretical guarantees to sequences of data, notably
for real-time video.
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